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A sonic crystal consists of a finite-size periodic array of scatters embedded in a background material.
One of the fascinating properties of sonic crystals is the focusing phenomenon. In this study, the near
field focusing effect of a solid-air 2D sonic crystal lens with a square lattice configuration is investigated
in the second frequency band. The band structure and equifrequency contour of the crystal are analyzed
to reveal the dispersion of an acoustic wave on the crystal structure. The frequency dependence of the
acoustic wave focalization by the sonic crystal flat lens is demonstrated via Finite Difference Time Domain
simulation results and experimental measurements.
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1. Introduction

One of the noteworthy applications of negative re-
fraction is the development of flat lens structures that
exhibit special focusing properties in certain frequency
bands. A negative refraction behavior and imaging
effect have been found firstly in photonic crystals
(Kosaka et al., 1998; Notomi, 2000; Luo et al.,
2002;Cubukcu et al., 2003; Zhang, Liu, 2004). These
properties were then observed by using sonic crystals
for acoustic waves (Sanchis et al., 2003; Garcia et
al., 2003; Gupta, Ye, 2003). A sonic crystal consist-
ing of a square array of rigid or liquid cylinders em-
bedded in an air background was developed that have
a negative-refraction behavior and imaging effect for
acoustic waves (Qiu et al., 2005). It was shown theoret-
ically and experimentally that the behavior of a sonic
crystal lens could be described well by the lensmaker’s
formula (Kuo, Ye, 2004) making the sonic crystal slab
a good candidate for the development of acoustic wave
focusing devices to be utilized in acoustic imaging and
audio technologies. There have not been much works
considering the implementation of acoustic flat lenses
in technology, yet. The investigation of focusing prop-
erties of flat lenses with various lattice types and the
characterization of their features will contribute to the
development of practical applications.
The far field focusing effect of a flat lens, which have

triangular and honey comb lattice, have been studied

in many works (Gupta, Ye, 2003; Qiu et al., 2005;
Kuo, Ye, 2004). In this study, authors have done an
investigation on the near field focusing effect of acous-
tic waves in square lattice sonic crystals. The acoustic
wave focalization effect was experimentally observed
by a flat lens and its dependence on the wave frequency
was revealed by numerical analyses and experimental
measurements. The findings of the study contribute to
the development of acoustic devices for acoustic wave
focalization.
Sonic crystals are made of two-dimensional arrays

of rigid cylinders placed in parallel in a medium (see
Fig. 1). Rigid cylinders are called scatters. They scat-
ter the acoustic wave inside the crystal slab and lead

Fig. 1. The square lattice sonic crystal structure and related
parameters.
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a phenomenon, the so-called Bragg diffraction. Propa-
gation of the waves in the host material will be mod-
ulated by the periodic structures of scatters and the
dispersion of waves will no longer behave as in the ho-
mogenous medium. One of useful property observed in
the squared lattice sonic crystal slab is the near field
focalization effect, where a high intensity wave focal-
ization region appears in the vicinity the crystal slab.
In practice, such a high intensity region can be utilized
for regional acoustic energy intensification and can find
place in industrial and medical applications.
In this paper, the plane-wave expansion (PWE)

method (Kuo, Ye, 2004; Economou, Sigalas, 1993;
Sigalas, 1998; Miyashita, 2005; Feng et al., 2005;
Perez–Arjona et al., 2007) was used to obtain band
structures characteristic of a square lattice flat lens
in order to determine the frequency band, where the
sonic crystal slab exhibit a negative effective refraction
index (ERI). We observed that the self-collimation ef-
fect dominates the wave propagation inside the square
lattice crystal at the lower bounds of the second band.
However, this effect disappears at higher frequencies in
the second band, when the wave focalization effect in-
dicating a wave beam convergence becomes apparent.
These analyses were confirmed via the Finite Differ-
ence Time Domain (FDTD) of simulation results and
experimental measurements.

2. Numerical methods

2.1. The plane wave expansion method for band
structure analysis of sonic crystals

The inhomogeneous wave equation for theoretical
investigation of acoustic wave band structures was
given in a normalized form (Perez–Arjona et al.,
2007) as follows:
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where p(r, τ) is sound pressure, ρ(r) is the normalized
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ized bulk modulus, B(r) =
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. (ρh,Bh) are density

and bulk modulus of the host material; the (ρ(r), B(r))
parameters are used for describing the inhomogeneous
medium, respectively; τ is the normalized time ex-
pressed as τ = ch t (Perez–Arjona et al., 2007). The
speed of sound in the host material was denoted by ch.
The second-order inhomogeneous differential equation
given by Eq. (1) well defines the acoustic wave propa-
gation in the sonic crystal slab and was solved to obtain
the band structure (Kuo, Ye, 2004;Miyashita, 2005;
Feng et al., 2005; Perez–Arjona et al., 2007). For
the solution, a harmonic form for the sound pressure

p(r, τ) = p(r)eiw·τ was assumed. Then, Eq. (1) can be
rearranged as,
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Applying the Floquet–Bloch theorem for the periodic
system, the spatial function of the pressure is described
by p(r) = pk(r)e

ik·r, where pk(r) is a periodic func-
tion according to the periodicity of the sonic crystal.
Equation (2) was solved for the periodic function p(r)
by the PWE method (Economou, Sigalas, 1993;
Sigalas, 1998; Miyashita, 2005). For this purpose,
the p(r), ρ(r) and B(r) periodic functions were ex-
panded in Fourier series with the coefficients of bG, ρG
and pk (Economou, Sigalas, 1993; Sigalas, 1998;
Miyashita, 2005):
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where k is a two-dimensional Bloch vector restricted
to the first Brillouin zone and G is the 2D reciprocal
lattice vector. For a square lattice, it is written in the
form ofG = (2π/a)(n1e1+n2e2), where n1 and n2 are
integers.
Equation (2) was transformed into a finite matrix

equation using Fourier series as (Miyashita, 2005;
Feng et al., 2005; Perez–Arjona et al., 2007):
∑

G′

[
w2b−1

G−G − ρ−1
G−G′(k+G)(k+G’)

]
pG′ = 0 (6)

By solving Eq. (6), wn eigenvalues were obtained for
n = 1, 2, 3 . . . to draw the band structures of the sonic
crystal. In the Eq. (6), the bG and ρG coefficients for
the periodic cylindrical structure shown in Fig. 2 were
written in the form of (Perez–Arjona et al., 2007):

ρ−1
G

=

{
ρ fr + (1− fr) G = 0
(ρ− 1)F (G) G 6= 0

}
, (7)
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where fr =
π ·R2

a2
is the filling ratio of the square

lattice sonic crystal for the R radius of cylinders, and
ρ = ρh/ρs and B = Bh/Bs. (ρs, Bs) are the density
and bulk modules of the host material. The function
F (G) is called the structuring factor and calculated by:

F (G) = 2 fr
J1(|G| R)

|G| R
, (9)

where J1(x) is the Bessel function of the first kind of
order one (Perez–Arjona et al., 2007).
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Fig. 2. Infinite Periodic cylindrical structure with (Xh, Xs)
two levels of material parameter.

2.2. The finite difference time domain method
for acoustic wave simulation

Sound waves are described by the following simple
equations (Miyashita, 2005).

∂v

∂τ
= −ρ∇p,

∂p

∂τ
= −B∇ · v, (10)

where v denotes the normalized particle velocity ex-
pressed as v = ρh c0V. The material parameters of
crystal structures are described by the normalized
medium density, ρ = ρh/ρs, and the normalized bulk
modulus, B = B−1 = Bs/Bh.
To obtain an FDTD based numerical solution of

(10), the following discrete finite difference formulas
(Miyashita, 2005) were employed in the acoustic wave
propagation simulation:
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where Rx and Ry are defined as Rx =
∆u

∆x
and Ry =

∆u

∆y
and set to Rx = 0.35 and Ry = 0.35 for a stable

wave propagation. The spatial sampling points of the
two-dimensional FDTD method given for Eqs. (11),
(12) and (13) are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Spatial sampling points for the two-dimensional
FDTD method.

3. Experimental setup

Two dimensional square lattice sonic crystal is fab-
ricated as an 14 × 14 array of aluminum rods with
a periodic lattice constant of 2.5 cm and a cylinder ra-
dius of 1 cm. The filling ratio of the crystal structure
(fr) is 0.50. The density and bulk modules of the alu-
minum rods used in experiments are 2700 kg/m3 and
7.0 ·1010 kg/m·s2, respectively. The heights of the rods
are 32 cm.
Intensity distribution maps were obtained by scan-

ning the two dimensional measurement zone seen in
Fig. 4. The experiment set is composed of an au-
tomated measurement zone, an input-output system
(a signal conditioner, a digital-analog converter and
an amplifier) and a computer for controlling all mea-
surement processes. In the automated measurement
zone, intensity measurements of the acoustic waves are
done by scanning the 40 × 56 cm2 measurement zone
in 0.5 cm steps.

Fig. 4. Experimental setup.

4. Results and discussions

The band structure and Equifrequency contours
(EFC) obtained for the aluminum rod square lattice
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crystal with the material parameters ρ = 4.8 · 10−4,
B = 2.1 ·10−6 are illustrated in Figs. 5a and 5b. Being
convex around the Γ point in the second band suggest
that the squared rod sonic crystal slab refracts nega-
tively the incident waves. In the second band, the sonic

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 5. Band structure in (a), EFC in (b) and ERI in
(c) of the second frequency band for the squared lattice
sonic crystal. Lattice constant a = 25 mm, scatterer
radius r = 10 mm, filling ratio fr = 0.50 and speed of

sound ch = 340 m/sn.

crystal slab behaves as an acoustic metamaterial due
to k·Vg < 0. This condition implies that the group ve-
locity Vg and wave vectors k are opposite in direction,
which is a common accepted sign of negative refraction
properties on a band structure analysis.
Figure 5c illustrates negative ERI estimation of the

second band, which is calculated using the formula of
n = − |k| ch/wk, where the norm of wave vectors, |k|,
and the corresponding frequency value, wk, are ob-
tained from the second band Equifrequency surface
(EFS) characteristics of the sonic crystal. As illus-
trated in Fig. 5c, the sonic crystal can accomplish a
negative refraction index in the range of [−0.3, −0.9]
at the low frequency region (band of 0.62–0.75) of the
second band. The sonic crystal slab can operate as
a flat lens in this frequency range. Dashed contours
in Fig. 5c indicate EFCs at the normalized frequency
of 0.62 and 0.75. The refraction index in Fig. 5c indi-
cates an apparent variation over the EFCs; this implies
that the refraction index of the square lattice sonic
crystal deviates with respect to the beam direction at
a constant frequency. This is a factor deterring single
spot super resolution of wave focusing by the square
lattice crystal.
The flat character (Rectangular form) of EFC ap-

pearing at the lower bound of the second band indi-
cates the existence of a self-collimation effect (Kosaka
et al., 1999; Cicek et al., 2011). As illustrated in
Fig. 6a, a flat EFS surface results in the parallel
group velocity vectors (Vg = ∇kw) and leads to wave
beams being almost parallel inside the sonic crystal
as sketched in Fig. 6b. As the frequency increases,
EFC forms in rather round shape; this indicates a wave
beams convergence effect that leads to wave focaliza-
tion as illustrated in Fig. 6c.

a)

b) c)

Fig. 6. a) Group velocity vectors on the second band EFCs.
Wave frequencies and refraction indexes satisfy w2 > w1

and 0 > n2 > n1, b) a ray-trace representation of the self-
collimation effect, c) a ray-trace representation of the beam

convergence effect.
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a)

b)

c)

d)

Fig. 7. The pressure field pattern (p) in (a) and (c) and the
logarithmic intensity distribution (log10(p

2)) in (b) and (d)
from the FDTD simulation. Lattice constant a = 25 mm,
scatterer radius r = 10 mm, filling ratio fr = 0.50 and
speed of sound ch = 340 m/sn. Frequency of wave source

is 9200 Hz in (a)–(b) and 9900 Hz in (c)–(d).

Figure 7 shows FDTD simulation results of the
acoustic flat lens made of the sonic crystal used in
the experiment. Figures 7a and 7b demonstrate the
self-collimation effect obtained at 9200 Hz (normal-

ized frequency of 0.67). In accordance to Fig. 6b, the
waves propagate along the crystal almost parallel as if
in a wave-guide. Figures 7c and 7d show a wave focal-
ization region in the vicinity of the output surface of
the flat lens at 9900 Hz. The focalization region is com-
posed of a gathering of several focusing points. This
is so because the EFC of the sonic crystal does not
perfectly match with the circular EFC of the air. This
prevents focusing all refracted wave beams into a single
focal spot due to considerable variation at the refrac-
tion index depending on the beam direction. In previ-
ous works, hexagonal EFC forms of triangular lattice
sonic crystals were shown to provide a better matching
with the circular EFC and all-angle negative refraction
(AANR). Hence, triangular lattice crystal gives a su-
perior wave focusing effect called “ideal imaging” or
“super-resolution” to be employed in acoustic imaging
applications (Qiu et al., 2005; Alagoz et al., 2009;
Robillard et al., 2011)
In Fig. 8a, the experimental intensity map picture

obtained for a monochromatic wave source with the

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 8. Intensity map (a) obtained for the experimental
sonic crystal slab at 9900 Hz, intensity versus-focal axis

plots (b) and intensity versus-lateral axis (c).
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frequency of 9900 Hz (normalized frequency of 0.72)
demonstrates a near field wave focalization effect of
the sonic crystal in the second frequency band. A peak
intensity on the focal axis was obtained at a dis-
tance of roughly 17 cm away from the flat lens as il-
lustrated in Fig. 8b. The peak intensity distribution
along the lateral axis was shown in Fig. 8c. The level
of the peak intensity of wave focalization is notice-
ably high comparing to peripheral peaks around the
focusing point, which implies that the flat lens ex-
hibits a considerable wave focalization for a point wave
source with frequency of 9900 Hz. However, the fo-
cusing point observed is in the diffraction limits be-
cause the size at half maximum (L) equals about two
wavelengths (2λ). The authors did not observe a sub-
wavelength focusing effect via the tested sonic crys-
tal. Although it is not efficient for a high resolution
acoustic imaging application, it might be beneficial
to acoustic energy transmission applications (Kasai
et al., 2011).
The frequency dependence of the negative refrac-

tion was demonstrated in previous works (Qiu et al.,
2005; Jia, Zhang, 2007; Alagoz et al., 2009). This
strong dependence on the wave frequency makes also
the focusing phenomenon of a flat lens strongly de-
pendent on the frequency of the acoustic wave source.
Figure 9a reveals the intensity distribution on the fo-
cal axis for a frequency range of 8500–10200 Hz with
a 100 Hz step (normalized frequency 0.62–0.75) in the
second frequency band of the experimental square lat-
tice flat lens. In the point of practical applications, the
peak intensity of focalization and distances of the fo-
calization points from the flat lens are the important
parameters. Figure 9b shows the intensity distribution
on the focal axis at four frequencies. The intensity dis-
tributions obtained at 9900 Hz and 10200 Hz show the
focusing point peaks resulting from the convergence
of the negative refracted beams in accordance with
Fig. 6c. The intensity distribution measured for 9200
and 9500 does not exhibit any wave focalization peak
due to the self-collimation effect illustrated in Fig. 6b.
As shown in Figs. 9a and 9b, the maximum intensity
can be obtained on the output surface of a flat lens at
the frequency of 9500 Hz. As the frequency increases,
while the focusing point moved away from the surface
of flat lens, the peak intensity of focusing point de-
creased. This shows that the square lattice flat lens
provides the strongest wave focalization on the surface
of the flat lens owing to the nearest beam converge at
this output surface. For triangular lattice flat lenses,
which were known to provide the far field focusing,
the maximum peak intensity of focusing points can be
obtained at more distant locations from the surface of
flat lens (Qiu et al., 2005;Alagoz et al., 2009). Prefer-
ably, this makes the square lattice flat lenses a suitable
candidate for the near field wave energy transmission
applications.

a)

b)

Fig. 9. a) Measured intensity distribution versus focal axis
and wave frequency from 8500 Hz to 10200 Hz, b) measured
intensity distribution versus focal axis for selected frequen-
cies 9200 Hz (normalized 0.67), 9500 Hz (normalized 0.69),
9900 Hz (normalized 0.72) 10200 Hz (normalized 0.75).
Dashed line in (a) indicates the peak intensity regarding

to the focal axis.

5. Conclusions

The wave focusing effect of the flat lens made of
a two-dimensional square lattice sonic crystal were in-
vestigated in the second frequency band. At the lower
bounds of the second band, the self-collimation ef-
fect dominated the wave propagation owing to the
flat EFC. However, when the frequency exceeded the
normalized frequency of 0.69 (9500 Hz), wave conver-
gences were observed to overcome the self-collimation
effect due to the slightly rounding of the EFC lines.
The authors observed that the square lattice flat lens
was capable of forming a strong wave energy focal-
ization region in the near field of the crystal slab.
In the implementation of acoustic devices requiring
a strong near field energy focalization square lattice
flat lenses can be more suitable than triangular lattice
sonic crystals. However, a subwavelength focusing or
super-resolution effect similar to the triangular lattice
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flat lens (Qiu et al., 2005; Robillard et al., 2011)
were not observed as in the squared lattice flat lens.
The group velocity vector analysis of the EFC sur-

face is helpful to explain the wave propagation in the
sonic crystals. Parallelization of group velocity vec-
tors on the EFC indicates that the self-collimation ef-
fect dominates the wave propagation inside the crystal,
whereas the convergence of group velocity vectors im-
ply a wave beam convergence inside the sonic crystal.
The FDTD simulation results and experimental mea-
surements confirm these effects appearing in the second
band of square lattice sonic crystal.
The frequency dependence of the focalization prop-

erty of a square lattice flat lens was shown experimen-
tally. The highest wave intensity was measured on the
output surface of the flat lens at 9500 Hz. As frequency
increases, the peak intensity moved further from the
surface of flat lens.
The findings of this paper will be helpful in the

development of acoustic energy transmission devices.
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